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HOMOTOPY THEORY OF PRODUCTS ON SPHERES. I. 
BY 
P. W. I-1. LEMMENS 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of January 25, 1969) 
In this thesis we study some special products on spheres from the 
standpoint of homotopy theory. 
$9 6-9 contain our main results. A survey of some results on reflecting 
products is found in theorem (9.21). 
The map Gf, as defined in (4.2), is commonly known under the name 
“Hopf construction”, although this name is rather meaningless. Therefore 
we propose to call it “Hopf suspension”. 
When considering S a, we shall always exclude the case n= 0. 
By Z we denote the group of integers, and by Z, we denote the group 
of integers modulo m. 
The symbol G denotes that two groups are isomorphic. 
The end of a proof is denoted by Q.E.D. 
Numbers between square brackets refer to the references. 
SP 1.2.3 stands for: E. H. Spanier, “Algebraic Topology”, chapter 1, 
section 2, item 3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
By (XI, a, . . . . xp.) we denote the point (yr, ys, . . ., yk, . ..) in Hilbert 
space R, for which yk=xk if l<lc<r and yk=O if k>r. 
Let Sr be the subspace of R, which consists of the points (xl, xa, . . ., xr+r) 
such that x~+x~+...+x~+?+,=l. 
EL, E’_ CLS’~ are the hemispheres in which x,+r>O, xr+r<O. 
The r-dimensional cube I’ C R consists of the points (xl, x2, . . . . x,) such 
that -l<x~i<l, i=l, 2, . . . . r. 
By fr we denote the boundary of IT. 
In all these spaces the basepoint will be the point 
e=(-1, 0, . . . . 0, . ..). 
We shall orient Ir (r> 1) as follows. 
Let the points act), i= 0, 1, 2, . . . . r, be given by 
a<i> - <i> - (a1 , aii>, . . . . aJi)). 
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Then the simplex [a(O), a,(l), . . ., CZ(~)] is positively oriented if and only 
if (det {ccji) -uj<O); 1 <i<r, 1 <j<r))>O. 
We choose the orientation of 1~ so, that jr is the combinatorial boundary 
of I’. 
Let the map Q: ST-~ -+ 1~ be the radial projection. 
The orientation of Sr-1 is such that the map e has degree + 1. 
Let I denote the interval - 1 G t G 1. 
We shall often need a map 
which has the following properties: 
(i) d, maps ST x (I-f) homeomorphically onto Srfi - e, 
(ii) d,(Sr x 1 u e x I) = e, 
(iii) cl,(x, 0) =x for all x E Sr, 
(iv) d,(x, t) E EY++l if t>O and dr(x, t) EE~?I if t<O, for all x EST, t EI. 
Another important map is 
CD,: (P, fr) + (ST, e) 
which is defined inductively by 
@l(x) = (cos nx, sin nx), x E Ii, 
Notice that @jr maps I’ - ir homeomorphically onto ST-~, and that 16, 
has degree + 1. 
It is very useful to represent elements of nr(X), where X is a space, 
in different ways. Usually one represents them by maps 
(1.1) f : (IT, IT) --f (X, x0) 
g: (ST, e) + (X, x0) 
h: (irfl, e) --f (X, x0) 
where x0 is the basepoint of the space X. 
We shall connect these representations by the following convention: 
(1.2) Let Q be the radial projection from Sr onto jr+i, and let f, g, h be 
maps as in (1.1). 
If f = g@. and g = he, then f, g, h represent the same element of nr(X). 
When we consider a map or a homotopy, from a space X into a space Y, 
then we always assume that basepoints are respected. 
Let X1, Xs and Yr, Ys be subspaces of X and Y. 
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Then by the notations 
(1.3) f: (X, Xl, X2) + (Y, Yl, Yz) 
g: (X, Xl) + (Y, Yl) 
we do not only mean that /(Xl) C Y1, /(X2) C Ya, g(Xi) C Yl, but also 
that these inclusions stay valid during homotopies of f and g. 
2. THE PREUDENTHAL SUSPENSION 
Consider a map f: Sn -+ ST. 
Then there exists a map 
Ef : Sn+l --f Sr+1 
which has the following properties: 
(2.1) (i) Ef and f agree on Sm, 
(ii) Ef (ET+‘) C ET1 and Ef (E”il) C E’_+l. 
It is well-known that, given f, all maps Sn+l --f Sr+l which fulfil con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) of (2.1) are homotopic. 
The suspension homomorphism 
E: sz&.Y~) --f nn+,(Sr+l) 
is now defined as follows: Let f: Sn + Sr represent 01 E xn(Sr), then 
Ef : Snfl --f Sr+l will be a representative map for the element Ea E nti+l(Sr+l). 
By [01, p] we denote the Whitehead product between elements 01 E nP(X), 
/3 E nn(X). For the definition of this product see Q 3 of [19], where it is 
denoted by a.P. 
Let lA be the positive generator of n,(Sn). 
In [5] and [6] there occurs the sequence 
which is exact if i G 3n- 2. In this sequence H’ is a generalized Hopf 
invariant homomorphism, and P is the homomorphism defined by: 
Pm= [a, Ln], lx E ni-,(Sfi). 
By Corollary (4.5) and Theorem (4.24) of [6], Corollary 2 of [5], and 
by the second corollary on page 247 of [17], we have for lc> 1: 
(2.3) E:n2n(S")+ nzn+l(S %+I) is injective if n=2 or n=41%-1, 
E: 7~2~-1(S”-l) --f n4S~) is onto if n= 4k+ 2 or n = 4lc+ 1. 
By the exactness of (2.2) and by the fact that 3tn+i(Sn) = .!??a for n> 3 
(see [3]), we have in addition to (2.3): 
(2.4) If n=4k, then E: TC~~(S~) + nan+l(S”+i) is not injective and 
E: 7~2~-1(S~-l) -+ nzn(Sn) is not onto. 
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(2.5) Lemma 
Let I% be the positive generator of ntn(Sfi), and let 01 be any element 
of nz&!3y. 
If n is not a multiple of 4, we have in 7csn(Sn): 
(kin) 0 01= ka for every integer le. 
PROOF: If n is not a multiple of 4, then it follows from (2.3) that 
either OL is a suspension element, or E: nsn(Sn) + zsn+i(S”+l) is injective. 
(The case n = 1 is fully trivial). If a is a suspension, then 
(i&&)0 lx=k(1,0 oc)=kol. 
If E is injective, we form 
E( (ha) o DI - ka) = i&l o Eel - kEol = kEol - kEoc = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
3. SEPARATION ELEMENTS 
The relative homotopy group z~(X, A), where A is a subspace of X, 
is defined to be the set of homotopy classes of maps 
(P, b, Jr-l) -+ (X, A, xc,), 
where x0 E A is the basepoint of X, and Jr-1 is the subspace of fr in 
which x,> - 1. 
Every map g: (IT, IT’, e) +- (X, A, x0) is homotopic to a map 
g’: (P, ir, Jr-l) + (X, A, x0). 
Now let 2 be the subspace of Sp x/34, defined by 
Z=Spxe u exSq. 
We orient Sp x Sq so, that the map 
@p,q: (IP+q, fp+q + (SP xs4, Z) 
has degree $1. Here GQ~,~ is defined by 
(3.1) @P,&l, ..a, xp, xp+1, ..-, xp+q)=(@ph a*-, xp), @q(Xp+l, -.a, xp+q)). 
The positive generator y of z’p+q(Sp x Sq, Z) is then represented by a 
homotopic map 
(3.2) CD&: (Ip+q, fp+q, Jp+q-1) + (Sp XSQ, L’, e x e). 
Now consider two maps f, g: (Sp x Sq, e x e) --f (X, x0) and assume that 
f and g are the same on 2. 
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Then we define a map 
D(f, g): (Ip+q, fp+q + (X, xl)) 
by the formula 
(3.3) D(f, g&a, . . . . ~~-1, G)=~@~,&I, . . . . x,-l, 2x,-- 1) if x,>O, 
=g@‘p,q(xl, . . . . xr-l, -2x,-l) if x,<O, 
where r =p + q. The separation element d(f, g) E z~+~(X) is now defined to 
be that element of zP+JX) which is represented by D(f, g). 
For simplicity, let us assume that X is n-simple for all n (for example X 
arcwise connected and zi(X) =O), so the choice of the basepoint of X is 
immaterial. 
Then, starting from (3.3), one easily sees that we can represent d(f, g) 
also by a map 
D’(f, g) : sp+q -+ x 
as follows. Take a map u: (EZ;?, SP+q-1) + (IP+q, fp+q) of degree + 1, and 
a map ‘II: (E.?, Sp+q-1) --+ (Ipfq, fp+q) of degree - 1, such that u and ‘u 
agree on Sp+q-i. 
Next we define D’( f, g) by 
(3.4) D’(f, g)(x) =f@p,qu(~) if x E ET+*, 
=gQp,,v(x) if x E Ept*. 
If we identify Sp+q and fp+q+i by the radial projection g as in (1.2), 
then (3.4) would be a very useful formula if instead of u and v we could 
take the orthogonal projections along the x,+,+1-axis from pEl;fq and 
from QE?‘” onto Ipfq. 
However, these projections have degree (- l)P+q and (- l)p+q+i re- 
spectively. 
For future purpose we define the map 
D”( f, g) : jP+q+l j. X 
by the formula 
(3.5) D”(f, g)h . ..> xr, x,+1) =f@p,q(a, . . . . G) if x,+1> 0, 
= g@p,q(xl, . .., xr) if xr+l c 0, 
where r=pfq. 
Because of our comment on (3.4), we have: 
(3.6) Lemma 
The map D”(f, g): fP+q+l + X, as defined in (3.5), represents the 
element (- l)p+qd(f, g) of z’p+q(X). 
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Now we supply a survey of the main properties of the separation 
element as these are listed by I. M. James in the appendix of [9], but 
we will write them down in the form we need later on. In this survey L 
stands for Sp x Sq and X, Y are spaces. 
(3.7) Let /, g: L --f X be maps which agree on 2’. Then f is homotopic 
to g, relative to Z’, if and only if d(f, g) = 0. 
(3.8) Let f, g, h: L + X be maps which agree on Z. Then a(f, g) = 
=d(f, h) +d(k 9). 
(3.9) Let an element 6 E n,+,(X) and a map f : L + X be given. Then 
there exists a map g: L + X, which agrees with f on 2, such that 
4f, 9) = 6. 
(3.10) Let ft, gt: L + X be homotopies which agree on 2, where 0 <t < 1. 
Then d(fo, go) = 4f1, gd. 
(3.11) Let f, g: L + X be maps which agree on Z. For a map h : X + Y, 
let h, : n,+,(X) + zp+q( ) Y be the homomorphism induced by h. 
Then @f, hg) = k$(f, g). 
(3.12) Let k: (L, .A’) --f (L, 2’) b e a map of degree r. Let f,g:L+X be 
maps which agree on Z. Then d(fk, gk) =rd(f, g). 
Property (3.12) calls for the following remark. 
For the map Ic: (L, 2) + (L, Z), let E:: H,+,(L, 2) --f Hpfq(L, z1) be the 
induced homomorphism for integral relative homology groups. As the 
map cD~,~: (IP+q, ip+g) + (L, 2) is a homeomorphism from 1p+q-fp+q onto 
L - 27, the integral relative homology groups Hp+q(IP+q, fp+q) and H,+,(L, E) 
are isomorphic (see SP 4.8.9). Therefore we have: 
H,(L, 2) 3 H&m, fm) = 2, where m=p+q. 
Let 01 be a generator of H p+q(L, Z), then the degree of the map Ic is 
said to be r, if Icia =ro1. 
In the exact homology sequence of the pair (L, Z) applies: 
i, : H,+,(L) + H,+,(L, Z) is injective, 
since H,+,(Z) = 0. 
It is well-known that H,+,(L) = 2, with generator bp @ l,, the latter 
being the tensor product between generators ~~ and L@ of Hp(Sp) and 
H&f@) respectively. 
Let k:: H,+,(L) + H,+,(L) be the homomorphism induced by the 
map k, and suppose that L has degree r. 
Then we have: Icz(~, @ lq)=T(cp ~3 Iq). 
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(3.13) Theorem 
Let u: Sp --f Sr and v: Sq + Sq be maps of degree m and n re- 
spectively. Then the map le: (L, Z) -+ (L, 2) defined by 
4x7 Y)= (44, V(Y)) x ESPY Y EL% 
has degree rn.12. 
PROOF : Ict(~, @ ~~)=rnb~ @ nLq=m.n(l, 63 Lq). Q.E.D. 
We want to specialize property (3.11) in case X, Y are spheres : 
(3.14) Let f, g: L -+ Sr be maps which agree on 2, and suppose that the 
map h: ST --f Sn represents 01 E nr(Sn). Then d(hf, hg) =01 o d(f, g). 
In the appendix of [9], I. M. James defines the separation element up 
to a sign. Using our definition of the separation element, it is easily verified 
that the results of [9] are valid exactly, without changes of signs. 
4. THE HOPF SUSPENSION 
In the usual way we identify I m+n with Im x I” and we consider I” x In, 
lm x I”, fm x 1% the corresponding subspaces of fm+n. 
We describe every point of fp+@+s by three co-ordinates (x, y, t), x E Sp, 
y E Sq, t E I, such that 
(4.1) (x, y, t) denotes the point 
((l-t)-@(x), e(y)) ~Ip+lxfq+l when t>O, 
(e(x), (1 + t) -p(y)) E fp+l x Ia+1 when t < 0, 
where Q is again the radial projection as in (1.2). 
Notice that the correspondence (4.1) between Sp x Sq x I and lP+q+s is 
homeomorphieally on Sp x Sq x (I-1). 
For any map 
f:SpxSq+Sr 
we construct its Hopf suspension 
Gf : fw+2 + Sr+l 
by the formula 
(4.2) Gf(x, y, t)=&(f(x, y), t) x ES~, y ESq, t EI. 
Let the map f: fp+l x I@+1 --f ST be defined by 
fk?(4~ dY))=f(X, Y) x Et@, y ESQ. 
Then we observe the following properties of the map Gf: 
(i) Gf agrees with f on the subspace fp+l x 1qpfl of fp+q+a, 
(ii) Gf(Ip+l x fq+l) C ET1 and Gf(jp+l x Iq+l) C E?‘. 
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Let f: Sp x Sq + Sr be given, then any map jpp+qfs + Sr+l which fulfils 
properties (i) and (ii) above is homotopic to Cf. 
Let {Gf} denote the homotopy class of Gf in zP+q+~(Sr+i). 
Instead of {Gf) we will often choose the element c(f) E TC~+~+~(IY+~), 
defined by 
(4.3) c(f) = ( - W+l(Gf), 
according to Theorem (8.5) of [8]. 
Because of the last remark of 0 3, we may copy Corollary (9.2) of [9] 
in the form we need: 
(4.4) Lemma 
Let f, g : Sp x Sq + Sr be maps which agree on Z. Then we have 
in 7~~+~+i(S~+r) :
c(g) -c(f) =Ed(f, 9). 
A second important property of the Hopf suspension is 
(4.5) If f, g : Sp x Sq + Sr are homotopic maps, then c(f) = c(g). 
The type of a map f : SD x Sq + Sr is the pair (01, b), where K E zP(Sr) 
and p E n,(S) are the homotopy classes of the sections f’: Sp + Sr and 
f”: Sq --f Sr, which are defined by f’(x) = f(x, e) andf”(y) = f(e, y)respectively. 
(4.6) (see Theorem (2.24) of [S]) 
Suppose we have maps g: Xi +- SD and h: Sj + Sq. 
Let a E z~i(Sp) and p E zj(Sq) denote the homotopy classes of g and h. 
Let f’ : St x Sf -+ ST be the composition of a given map f : Sp x Sq + ST 
and the product map g x h: S* x Si -+ SP x Sq. 
Then c(f’)=c(f) o (CX * @), where 
a * p = ( - l)P(i+a) EP+lp 0 Ei+l o1 = ( - l)W+q) Eq+l oc o Et+1 pa 
An easy consequence of (4.6) is 
(4.7) If, for a map f: SP xSq +-ST, f(x, y) depends only on x, or only 
on y, then c(f) = 0. 
(4.8) Let f : SP x Sq --f ST be a map, and suppose that the map g : Sr + Sn 
represents the element B E z~(S”). Then we have in n,+,+i(S”+i): 
c(gf) =Ea 0 c(f). 
Remark: (4.8) follows easily from (8.3) of [8], or from (4.2) and (4.3) 
above. 
17 Indagationes 
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5. THE RIGHT SUSPENSION 
In this section we follow the construction of H. Toda in 3 3 of [13]. 
For a map f : Sp xX4 --f ST there exists its right suspension 
E’f : SP x ,.%+I -+ S*+l 
which has the following properties: 
(5.1) (4 E’f g a rees with f on the subspace Sp x Sq of SP xSq+i, 
(ii) E’f(Sp x EQ,fl) C E’$l > E’f(Sp x ET?‘) C E’T1. 
If the map f : Sp x Sq -+ ST is given, then all maps SP x Sq+i + Sr+i which 
fulfil conditions (i) and (ii) of (5.1) are homotopic. 
In Lemma (3.2) of [13], Toda shows the connection between the right 
suspension and the Hopf suspension, by proving: 
(5.2) For any map f: Sp xSa -+ ST, we have in “tp+q+s(Sr+s): 
P@‘f)l= -E{Gf). 
According to (4.3) and (5.2) we can write down : 
(5.3) Lemma 
For any map f : 1.9 x 2% -+ S* we have in np+q+s(Sr+s): 
c(E’f)=Ec(f). 
In the following theorem we show the connection between the separation 
element and the right suspension. 
(5.4) Theorem 
Let f, g : Sp x Sq + Sr be maps which agree on CI, and let E’f, E’g : 
Sp x Sq+i -+ Sr+i also have the same sections. 
Then we have in zp+q+i(Sr+i): 
a(E’f > E’g) = Ed(f) g). 
PROOF : According to (3.5) and lemma (3.6), (- l)p+q+ld(E’f, E’g) is 
represented by the map P: fp+q+s + Sr+i, defined by 
-qXl, . . . . xp+q, Xp+q+1, qJ+q+2)== 
= E’f ($&.a, . . ., xp), Qq+l(xp+l, . . ., ++q+l)) if xp+q+2 > 0, 
=E’g(@,(xl, . . . . xp), @q+l(xp+l, . . . . xp-tq+l)) if x,+,+2<@ 
Now let v: fp+q+‘J + fp+q+2 be the map which interchanges the last 
two co-ordinates, so 
V(Xl, ***, xp+q, Xp+q+l, Xp+q+2) = (Xl, *. ., Xp+q, xp+q+2, qJ+q+1). 
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The map v has degree - 1, thus B’v : fp+q+s --f Srfl represents 
(- 1)p+%qE’f, E’g). 
For clearness sake we write down 3% explicitly: 
Fv(xl, . . . . xp+q, xp+q+1, xp+p+2)= 
=E’f(@,(xl, . . ., xp), @q+l(xp+l, . . ., xp+q, xp+q+~)) if x,+,+1 > 0, 
=E'g(@,(xl, . . . . xp), Qq+l(xp+l, . . . . xp+q, xp+q+2)) if x,+,+l<O. 
Now by the definitions of Qq+r, E’f, E’g and D”(f, g), we can sum up 
the following properties of Fv: 
(i) FV(XI, . . . . xp+q+l, O)=D”(f, g)(xl, . . . . xP+q+d, 
(ii) Fv(xl, . . . . xp+q+l, xp+q+2) E E’,+l if xp+q+2 > 0, 
(iii) Fv(xl, . . . . xp+q+l, xpfq+2) E Ell+l if xp+q+2 G 0. 
So Fv satisfies the properties of ED”(f, g) (see (2.1)), and from this we 
may conclude : 
( - l)p+G!(E’f, E’g) = (- l)p+qEd(f, g). Q.E.D. 
6. SOME GENERAL REMARKS ON PRODUCTS ON SPHERES 
A product ,u on Sfi will be a map p : Sn x Sn --+ Sn, such that p(e, e) = e. 
For shortness sake we shall often note down: ~(x, y) = xe y. 
Also in this section we shall use the notations: 
.Z=Sn vSn=Snxe v exSn. 
The product ,u on Sn is said to be of type (p, q), if the maps p’, ,u”: 
Sn +Sn, defined by p’(x)=p(x, e) and $‘(x)=,u(e, x), are of degree p, q 
respectively. 
Let ,u be a product on Sn, and let f, g: X --f Sn be maps. Then we define 
the map f.g: X +Sn by f.g(z)=f(z).g(x), z EX. 
(6.1) Theorem 
Let p be a product on Sn, and let f, g: Sm + Sn be maps. For 
a map ?a, {h) denotes the homotopy class of h. 
Then in ztm(Sn) applies: 
{f~g)={f4fh& 
where e: Sm + 57% denotes the constant map: e(z) =e. 
PROOF : Represent {f}, {g} E n&P) by maps f’, g’: (Im, fm) --f (S*, e). 
Next consider the maps P, G: (Im, jm) -+ (Sn, e) defined by 
F(xl, x2, . . . . x,)=e if xl>O, 
= /‘(2x1 + 1, x2, . . . , x,) if x1 < 0, 
G(xl, x2, . . . , x,)=g'(2xl- 1, x2, . . . . x,) if x120, 
=e if xl<O. 
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NOW it is clear that P N f’ and G -g’, so $‘.G - f’.g’. Let us write 
down P-G: (Im, im) -+ (Sn, e) explicitly: 
3’.G(xl, x2, . . . . x,)=e.g’(2xi-1, x2 9 --*, x,) if x120, 
= f’.e(2xi+l, x2, . . . . xm) if xi<O. 
Thus {B’-G}={f’me}+(emg’}, and by the final remark, which is easy to 
prove, that {fmg} is independent of the representation of {f] and {g}, 
the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
For maps f, g: S*xS 12 +- Sn, let fjZ=gjZ denote that f and g agree on 2. 
(6.2) Theorem 
Let ,u be a product on S n of type (p, g), and let U, v, u’, v’ : 
(SnxSn,exe)-t(Sn,e)bemapssuchthatul~=vl~andU’IZ1=v’[rll. 
Finally, let ~~ be the positive generator of n,(Sn). 
Then in n2&P) we have the equation: 
d(u*U',V*V')'jlLnO d(W,V)+qLnO d(U', V'). 
PROOF: Represent the separation element d(u.u’, v. v’) by the map 
D(~.~',2).2)'):(~2n,f2n)_t (S 12, e as in (3.3). By simply writing down the ) 
explicit formula for D(u.u’, vav’) as in (3.3), it is immediately clear that 
B(u*u’, v~v’)=D(u, V)‘D(U’, v’). 
Now by theorem (6.1) we may note down: 
{D(u~u’, v.v’)>= (D(u, v) .e>+ {e-B(u’, v’)}, 
but D(u, v).e=,~‘D(z~, v) and e.D(u’, v’)=$‘D(u’, v’) (see the introduction 
of this section). By the fact that ,u’ and ,u” are maps of degree p and q, 
we have in n&Sn): 
(D(U*U', V'V')}=jlLn 0 {D(U, V)}+qln 0 {D(U', V')). Q.E.D. 
Because of lemma (2.5) we are able to simplify the assertion of this 
theorem, if n is not a multiple of 4: 
(6.3) Corollary 
If n is not a multiple of 4, then the assertion in theorem (6.2) 
reduces to 
cqu . u’, v au’) =pd(u, v) +qd(u’, v’). 
Remark : Because of (3.14) the equation in theorem (6.2) is equivalent 
to the equation 
d(ueu’, v.v’)=d(u.e, v-e)+d(e-u’, e.v’). 
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7. HOMOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS ON SPHERES 
By the homotopy extension theorem, every map f: A$’ x S; +- ~9% of 
type (p, q) is homotopic to an extension of a fixed map go: SY v AS; -+ Sn, 
such that go\SY, go/S; have degree p, q respectively. 
Because of this fact we can apply the theory of W. I). Barcus and 
M. G. Barratt in [2], in particular 0 5 of [2]. 
We provide a brief account of the methods used in [2]. 
Let L be a CW complex, and let K be a subcomplex of L such that 
L=K u er+l. Here er+r is a (r + l)-eel, and the attaching map will be 
g:Sr+K. 
For simplicity we assume here that L =Sn x ~9% and K = Z, so r = 2n - 1. 
For a space X let XK denote the function space of maps (K, ko) -+ (X, x0), 
where /CO, xo are basepoints. 
Elements of nr(XK, UO), uo E XK, may be represented as homotopy 
classes of maps P: (K x Sr, ICO x Xi) --f (X, x0) such that P(k, e) =uo(k). 
The attaching map g: ST + K induces a homomorphism 
g* : ?-cl(XK, WI) 3 n.l(XSF, uog). 
For any map v: Sr + X there is defined a map 
vb : (Sr x Xl, e x Sl) -+ (X, x0) 
by vb(z, y) =v(x). 
Let the element {P} E nr(XB, ~0) be represented by the map 
F: (Sr X Sl, e x Sl) -+ (X, x0), 
then the isomorphism 
h v. : n1(XS’, vo) --f %+1(X, x0) 
is defined by v~{F)=d(F,v~). 
Let a E n&K) be the homotopy class of the attaching map g, then there 
is defined a homomorphism 
%A#): m(XK, uo) -+%+1(X, x0) 
by the formula : au,, = (uog)h g”. 
Next there is proved in [2]: 
Let fo, fr : L -+ X be extensions of ~0: K + X, then we have: fo - fr 
if and only if d(fo, /I) E oc,,nr(XK, ~0). 
Therefore, if the map ~0: K -+ X can be extended to L, the homotopy 
classes of extensions of ~0 are in 1 - 1 correspondence with the elements 
of %+1(X, ~o)/au,nl(XK, uo). 
In case L=Sy x Si, K =Sy v Sz, n> 1, it turns out that the subgroup 
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au,,zr(XK, ~0) of zr+i(X, XO) consists of the sums of Whitehead products 
where 17, 5 E z~,+r(X) are arbitrarily chosen, and where co, v E n%(X) are 
represented by the maps UOIS~, UO~S~ respectively. 
Let us now return to the case .L=Sy x Sl, K = Sy v Si, X=X%. First 
we make the following remark: 
(7.1) Let I~, 7% be generators of nn(Sm), nn+r(Sn) respectively. 
Then 2[~~, qn]=O when rz,> 3, for then is zGn+r(S”) = 2s. 
It is now very easy to deduce from (7.1) and from [2] the following 
lemma : 
(7.2) Lemma 
Let n> 3 and let there be maps Sn x Sn+Sn of type (pi q). Then: 
a. The set of homotopy classes of maps Sn x Sn + ~9% of type (p,, p) 
is in 1- 1 correspondence with the elements of nsn(SA)/W, 
where W contains only the elements 0, p[hn, qn] and q[cn, qn]. 
b. Let f, g:SnxS n -+ Sn be maps of type (p, q) which agree on .Z. 
Then f is homotopic to g, if and only if d(f, g) E W. 
Consider the suspension homomorphism E : nzn(Sn) + ~~n+l(S~+‘). 
(7.3) If n> 3, then the kernel of E consists precisely of the elements 0 
and [In, qnl. 
The assertion in (7.3) is easily proved by taking i = 2n + 1 in the exact 
sequence (2.2). 
Because of (7.1) and (7.3) we have in lemma (7.2): 
(7.4) If p, q are both even, then nzn(Sn)/W is isomorphic to nsn(Sn). 
If p, q are not both even, then nzn(Sn)/W is isomorphic to Enzn(S”). 
A. Homotopy classification of maps Sn x Sn -+ Sfi of type (p, q), where n > 3 
and p, q are both even. 
In this case the subgroup W of ntzn(Sn) contains only the element 0. 
Take an arbitrary but fixed map P: Sn x Sfi + Sn of type (p, q). For 
every map f : Sn x ~9% -+ Sn of type (p, q) we define an element dp( f) E nzn(Sn) 
as follows. Let f’ be a map such that f’ N f and f’jZ=PIZ. We put 
Mf) =d(J’, f’). 
It follows from lemma (7.2) that dF(f) does not depend on the choice 
of f’ within the homotopy class of f. 
Furthermore, with the help of (3.8) it is easy to verify that the following 
lemma is valid: 
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(7.5) Lemma 
Let n> 3, and let p, q be both even. 
a. Let P: Sn x Sn + Sn be a fixed map of type (p, q). 
Then the homotopy classes of maps ~9% x Sn + Sn of type (p, q( 
are fully determined by do. 
b. Let f, g : Sm x Sfi --f Sn be maps of type (p, q). By choosing P = f, 
we have: 
f is homotopic to g, if and only if df(g)=O. 
B. Homotopy classification of maps Sn x Sn + Sfi of type (p, q), where n > 3 
and p, q are not both even. 
In this case it follows from (7.3) that the subgroup W of nsn(Sn) in 
lemma (7.2) is just the kernel of the suspension homomorphism E. 
Therefore we can rewrit,e lemma (7.2) (b) : 
Let f, g: ~54% x Sn + Sn be maps of type (p, q) which agree on Z, then 
f N g, if and only if Zd(f, g) = 0. 
We take again an arbitrary but fixed map F: S” x Sn --f ~9% of type 
(p, 4). For each map f of type (p, q) we define an element cF(f) E Enzn(S”) 
by: 
Mf) =c(f) -c(F). 
It follows from (4.5) that cF(f) is independent of f within its homotopy 
class. 
Let f,h:SnxSn+-Sn be such that c&f)=cF(h). Then c(f)=c(h). 
Next we choose a map f’ such that f’ - f and f’/Z=hlZ. 
From lemma (4.4) we obtain: 
c(f)-c(h)=c(f’)-c(h)=Ed(h, f’)=O. 
Hence f N h, and thus f w h. 
Therefore we can write down: 
(7.6) Lemma 
Let n> 3, and let p, q be not both even. 
a. Let F: Sn xSfi -+ Sn be a fixed map of type (p, q). 
Then the homotopy classes of maps Sfl x 27% + Sn of type (p, q) 
are fully determined by CF. 
b. Let f,g:S~xS~--+S~ be maps of type (p,q). 
Then f is homotopic to g, if and only if c(f) =c(g). 
C. Homotopy classification of maps Sn x Sn + Sn of type (p, q), where n = 2 
or n= 4k - 1 and p, q are arbitrary. 
Let F: Sfi xSn --f Sn be a fixed map of type (p, q). Let f, f’ be maps 
of type (p, q) such that f w f’ and fix= f’jZ= FlZ. 
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Then, by (4.4) and (4.5), we have: 
Ed(F, f)=c(f)-C(F)=C(f’)-c(P)=Ed(P, f’). 
so d(P, f) =d(F, f’), since E is injective by (2.3). 
Therefore we can form do and c~(f) for any map f : 27% x S” -+ Sn of 
type (11, g), and the relation between them is: E dF(f) =c&f). 
Let f, g be maps of type type (p, g) such that f - g, then cF(fl= cdg) 
by (4.5), so &(f)=&(g). 
For maps f, g let cF(f) =cF(g), then dp(f) =d&g), so f - g by (3.7). 
(7.7) Lemma 
Let n=2 or let n=4k-1. 
a. Let F: Sn x Sn -+ Sn be a fixed map of type (p,, q). 
Then the homotopy classes of maps Sfl x Sn -+ Sn cf type (p, q) 
are fully determined by cF, as well as by dp. 
b. Let f, g : Sn x Sn -+ Sn be maps of the same type type. 
Then the following relations are equivalent: 
f - g, h(g) = 0, c(f) =c(g). 
To complete this classification, we remark: 
(7.8) Let f, g : Sr x Sr + Sr be maps of the same type. 
Then f is homotopic to g. 
For choose a map f’: Sr xSr -+X1 such that f’ N f and f’lZ=glZ. Then 
d(f’, g) = 0, since Q(D) = 0. Hence f’ - g and thus f - g. 
(To be continued) 
